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To procedurally create interactive content such as environments or game levels, we need agents that can evaluate the content; but to train such agents, we need content they can train on. Generative Playing Networks is a framework that learns agent policies and generates environments in tandem through a symbiotic process. Policies are learned using an actor-critic reinforcement learning algorithm so as to master the environment, and environments are created by a generator network which tries to provide an appropriate level of challenge for the agent. This is accomplished by the generator learning to make content based on estimates by the critic. Thus, this process provides an implicit curriculum for the agent, creating more complex environments over time. Unlike previous approaches to procedural content generation, Generative Playing Networks is end-to-end differentiable and does not require human-designed examples or domain knowledge. We demonstrate the capability of this framework by training an agent and level generator for a 2D dungeon crawler game.
Intro
Training strong agents requires good and diverse environments to train in, and conversely, creating environments that are good for training specific agents requires intimate knowledge of the agents. The few previous systems that have attempted to realize such a loop of agent training and environment generation have been based on heuristic methods and the environment generation process has had little information about the agent. In this paper, we propose the Generative Playing Network framework, where both the generator and the agent are implemented as neural networks and trained with gradient descent.
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What we propose is a semi-supervised method for learning from a simulator to generate new environments for the given simulator. The only requirement is that it is possible to encode simulator states into environment descriptions. It is based on the premise that diverse sets of hard but solvable environments increases the potential for agent learning.
In the Generative Playing Network framework, a generative model is tasked with creating environments for a critic from an actor-critic agent: environments that are not too difficult and not to easy. The critic learns a value function during play that estimates the expected value of a given state. Between games, a generator model is updated to produce game-states that the critic estimates to be moderate challenges. This forms a natural curriculum for the agent while also producing a series of level generators at regular difficulties. This algorithm is fully differentiable and requires almost no domain specific knowledge.
We demonstrate this approach in a simple 2D dungeon crawling game, part of the GVGAI suite of games. However, the general framework could be applied to many other problem classes, such as self-driving cars or system design.
Related Work
Procedural Content Generation (PCG) in games is a name for various methods that generate game content, such as maps, quests, characters or textures. In particular, procedural generation of levels of various kinds is a commonly studied research problem. This tracks an interest by the game development community, where many video games include some form of level generation (Shaker et al., 2016) .
PCG is also important to AI and in particular reinforcement learning research, because it allows for the generation of an arbitrary number of new environments. One benefit automatically generating many environments is for testing as well as encouraging generalization in reinforcement trained agents; it has been found that in many cases, trained agents overfit to the environment they were trained on (Risi & Togelius, 2019) . Several authors have tried using some form of PCG to quantify or increase generalization in reinforcement learning (Cobbe et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Justesen et al., 2019b) .
Existing approaches to procedural content fall into several classes. Most commercial games rely on hand-coded, constructive approaches (Shaker et al., 2016) . A popular approach is to use evolutionary algorithms or other populationbased stochastic optimizers to cast PCG as a search problem (Togelius et al., 2011) . More recently, supervised and self-supervised learning has been applied to PCG. Here, a model is trained on existing game content, and can then be sampled to provide more similar content (Summerville et al., 2018) . The obvious downside of such approaches is that they require training data in the form of similar game content. The less obvious downside is that the trained models might produce content that is stylistically similar to what they were trained on, but not functional. To remedy this, one can combine search-based approaches with self-supervised learning; for example, the Latent Variable Evolution technique where a generator is trained on existing content and an evolutionary algorithm is used to find latent variables that make the generator network produce content with desirable characteristics (such as playable levels) Volz et al., 2018) . Very recently, the use of reinforcement learning for generating game content has been proposed and demonstrated (Khalifa et al., 2020) . Just like the search-based methods, PCG via RL requires a quality metric to be used for a reward function, but moves the computation from inference to training time.
Assuming that a PCG method uses some kind of objective or reward function, the question remains what to reward or search for. One answer is learnability. By including a learning algorithm in the evaluation function, levels can be optimized for learning potential (Togelius & Schmidhuber, 2008) . However, such a procedure is computationally very costly. Another perspective is that of the POET system, which attempts to achieve open-ended learning by keeping a population of environments/levels and searching for new ones that are of appropriate difficulty for the agents (Wang et al., 2019) .
The system described here differs in several ways from the previously proposed systems. First, it's fully differentiable and the level generator is updated with gradient descent directly based on the performance of the agent. This sets it apart from other systems where generators are based on search, and also from the recent PCG via RL paradigm where a non-differentiable reward function is used. The system also differs in the goal of the environment generator, which is to produce diverse levels of appropriate difficulty for the current agent, assuming that both the generator and the agent will keep developing in tandem.
Generative Playing Networks
Generative Playing Networks (GPNs) are a symbiotic relationship between three models, an environment generator G, an environment agent policy π, and an environment value estimator Q. Each model is a differentiable function with parameters φ, θ, and ω, respectively. G is a generator function with the objective of mapping some noise input, z, from the distribution p z to the space of environment states that are reasonably solvable by the agent. The agent is an actorcritic model consisting of both π and Q. The policy, π, maps the environment state, S, from the distribution of possible environment states for a simulator, p states , to a discrete distribution of the actions available. The state-action utility estimator, Q, is trained to estimate the expected value for each possible action given the current state. The expected value for state S can then be calculated as the weighted average of the expected values for each possible action the agent could take, as given in equation 1.
With a definition for calculating the utility of a state, the game between the agent and generator can now be defined. This game is similar in nature to that from Generative Adversarial Networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014) , except the relationship between the agent and generator can be described as both cooperative and adversarial. The agent is attempting to learn a policy that maximizes its utility, while the generator is attempting to create environments that challenge the agents policy and that dont result in optimal outcomes. We can thus control the agent and the quality of the generated content through controlling the reward that the agent receives. With a negative total reward for losing and a positive one for winning, the agent will be trying to maximize its reward while the generator will target environments with an estimated utility of 0 as defined in equation 2.
(2)
The reason we refer to this relationship as symbiotic, is that the agent and the generator initially cooperate as the agent mostly gets negative rewards in the beginning. The generator will be searching for environment designs that result in higher rewards until it starts generating environments that the agent can succeed in. At this point the agent is receiving positive rewards, and the generator is searching for more challenging environments to lower the total utility, this is where they start competing. The generator is providing a curriculum for the agent while the agent is providing a complexity measure for the generator.
We then hypothesize that the generated environments will go from, simplistic, to interesting for humans, to unrealistically challenging if the agent is able to gain superhuman performance. Once the algorithm reaches the interesting for humans stage, it can be stopped and the generator can be G Figure 1 . Generative Playing Networks consist of two primary loops; the agent loop and the generator loop. In the agent loop, the agent plays episodes of both human made and generated environments. It is learning to estimate the expected total reward from a given state, given the current policy, while also learning an optimal policy for each environment. The generator loop updates the generator to create challenging environments given the agent's current abilities. The dashed lines represent update loops that are not part of the core algorithm but which help to stabilize training.
Agent Loop
used for sampling many possible acceptable environments or it can be searched, via Latent Variable Evolution Volz et al., 2018) for even more specific environments. An overview of the algorithm is given in figure 1 and is defined in full in algorithm 1.
Agent Training Loop

REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
As already discussed, the agent is trained in an reinforcement learning based, actor-critic, setting. It is important to have both an actor and a critic in order to properly estimate the expected value of a state. To learn an optimal policy we use advantage actor-critic, as the advantage function has been shown recently to be an effective and stable way to update the actor in many situations (Mnih et al., 2016; Justesen et al., 2019a) . The advantage of an action is simply the difference in value between the new state and the old state. The critic is then typically updated incrementally based on temporal difference (TD) learning (Sutton & Barto, 2018) .
Since were using the agent to evaluate environments, we cannot simply use the standard critic update.
The agent is used for evaluating environment designs, and as such, it is important that the agent can provide a usable utility for every state of a simulation. In a TD update, the value of state S t is given as
where γ is the discount on future rewards. If γ < 1, then the reward will only be able to propagate a few seconds backwards in time in a high frame-rate environment. With any discount, very little, to no reward from winning or losing would propagate to the beginning of an episode. The agent would not be able to evaluate generated environments as they are equivalent to the environment state at time zero. Thus, for the agent to evaluate environment designs, γ = 1.
This is problematic as it is very difficult to train an agent without discounting future rewards. There is very little pressure for the agent to find an optimal path, as all possible paths to a reward have the same utility unless there is a stochastic element and the chance of failing increases the longer an agent does not finish its task. We propose to instead explicitly learn the expected value of a state as outlined in equation 1.
In actor-critic, the algorithm is trying to maximize the function (Sutton & Barto, 2018) : 
end for end for until Acceptable environments are being generated The gradient-based updates can use any standard gradientbased learning rule. We used Adam in our experiments.
S t is a random variable and the expectation of the total utility is equivalent to the expectation of the reward at each state. In a typical TD update, the Q function learns this expected value through small updates, basically keeping a running average. This then requires many visits to a state to learn the true expectation of R(S t ) , and many more to learn the true utility when γ = 1. Since we know the policy distribution, we can calculate
Then the expectation of S a t+1 can be represented by Q and the probability of an action is π.
Algorithm 1 outlines the update step as variable V . By bootstrapping the expected reward from the policy function, the agent can more easily learn it. In practice, the agent should also be more likely to learn the optimal path. Policy functions are almost never 100% certain about an action and thus taking multiple steps will naturally discount a future reward from the longer route due to the small uncertainty the policy holds.
While not the main focus of the work, this approach also seems like it might be less sensitive to the scale of environment rewards. There is no discount factor that needs to be tuned to match the scale of the rewards to make sure the reward can propagate far enough back in time.
AGENT REWARD
For the game, laid out in equation 2, to work, the agent cannot be allowed to learn from the environment simulator's natural rewards. Instead the simulator's rewards should be captured and the agent simply given a reward for winning or losing. In its purest form, this approach is environment independent with 1 point for winning and -1 point for losing. The agent is able to pursue an expected reward of 1 while the generator is able to try and keep the agent's expected reward at 0. To provide the agent with further feedback, and distinguish between easy and hard environments, we added a penalty/bonus for how long the agent takes to succeed/fail at its task. This is a value between 0 and 1, meaning the range of possible rewards is R ∈ [−1, 1]. The algorithm rewards are given in equation 5.
if environment does not compile 0, else (5) If the environment is too difficult to learn in this restricted reward setup, it can be modified to allow more frequent rewards. One modification, that is still domain agnostic, is to scale the reward for winning and losing by two, and then provide a reward of 1 N anytime the environment tries to return a reward. This way a positive score is still only achievable by winning and the environment is able to help the agent with more frequent rewards. The generator will also be able to target these rewards as well when learning to make levels with a given expected value. If necessary, the win and loss rewards could be further scaled and custom rewards could be used for a given domain. This is one way that domain knowledge could be added into this approach.
ENVIRONMENT SELECTION
During the agent update loop, the agent will play one episode of a environment and then randomly select a new environment from the mini-batch of environments generated. The agent will keep re-sampling from the given minibatch until it has completed a specified number of updates and then the generator will be updated and the minibatch of levels will be replaced with a new set.
To assist with training, two methods can be used with the standard selection; pretraining and elitism. With pretraining, the agent can only select from a curated set of well designed environments until the agent has learned to solve them. This gives the generator a valid direction to learn from at the beginning, otherwise it is essentially generating random environments at the beginning.
The second assistance comes from an elitism mechanism that keeps the most useful environments around. There are two components to this elitism. The first is to assume that the hand-curated environments are elite in nature and to re-sample them periodically after the pretraining stage. The second is to persist environments that the agent is still learning to play.
After the agent has finished its update loop, the environments can be ranked according to the average reward the agent received. Any environment with a positive reward is ranked higher than one with a negative reward as it is confirmed the environment is solvable. Within those two groups, a higher reward is better when the score is negative and a lower reward is better when it is positive. Once the environments are ranked, the top ones are kept based on a specified percentage of environments to recycle each time.
STATE RECONSTRUCTION
To give the generated environments a more human-designed appearance, the generator can also learn directly from the curated environments. This is done during the agent loop as well. When the agent encodes the state, this encoding can be passed into the generator, as a latent variable, and the generator can be tasked with reconstructing the input exactly as an autoencoder. For this reason, we actually define the agent as three networks: a policy network, a utility network, and an encoder network that encodes the state and feeds into the first two networks.
It has been found through work on adversarial examples for classifiers, that random noise can cause a network to activate in the same way as the natural images it is trained on (Nguyen et al., 2015) . For this reason, if the gradients of a classier are used to generate an input that would maximally activate the classifier, the most likely outcome is a random pattern (Nguyen et al., 2016) . Training the generator to also be a decoder should predispose it to generate content similar in structure to human designs.
We do not put any constraints on the output of the encoder network, so the generator network is likely learning two separate tasks for two different input distributions. This allows the two tasks to not interfere with each other, while still affecting each other. One could train the decoder as a variational autoencoder to have generating and decoding have the same inputs (Kingma & Welling, 2014) .
Generator Loop
The generator loop simply consists of updating the generator to create environments with an expected value of 0. The generator is updated by sampling a minibatch of m random latent variables and mapping them to environments which are evaluated by the agent. The generator's weights are then updated. This can be repeated a few times but too many updates have been found to be detrimental to the generator's diversity.
DIVERSITY UPDATE
To help combat the collapse of diversity, a proposed extension for the main algorithm is to update the network a few times explicitly with the goal of increasing diversity. Here, similarity is calculated as the L2 difference between the encoding values of two environments. Environments from a minibatch are randomly paired and their similarities calculated. Since every two environments in a minibatch are independently generated, one can simply compare every other sample for similarity. The network is then updated to maximize the average distance between samples. It was found that it is most effective to do the diversity update separate from the primary update target.
Experiments
To validate the algorithm proposed here, we test Generative Playing Networks on Zelda from the General Video Game AI (GVGAI) framework (Perez-Liebana et al., 2019) . GVGAI is based on the Video Game Description Language (VGDL) which is a language for describing video games mostly within the family of arcade games. There is a large corpus of simple games written for this language with each game definition also describing the set of level designs that can exist for it. The framework has been used extensively as a test-bed for game and level PCG research. GVGAI also has an OpenAI gym interface for interfacing with reinforcement learning algorithms (Torrado et al., 2018; Brockman et al., 2016) . This is a perfect test-bed for Generative Playing Networks, the agent receives the game-state as a tile representation of the game, where each tile is a one-hot vector of the object in a given location. The generator can create this tile representation state which can be directly converted to a level map for the environment to load. If a level does does not have an avatar or a key or a door it does not compile, and is presented to the agent as an instant loss after one frame. All five available human levels for this game are shown in figure 2, though some are partially obscured.
We train Generative Playing Networks on this game and each environment/level with the objective of getting interesting new levels. We also evaluate the effect of each of the stabilizing features on the outcome. Below we detail some of the experiment parameters. The rest of the parameters we used can be found in algorithm 1.
Model Architectures
The levels being generated for the experiment are 12 by 16 tiles by a one-hot encoding of 14 possible objects. Since VGDL explicitly states which states are acceptable for a level design we optimize slightly by hard coding zeros for the objects that are not allowed for a level design e.g. an object that must be spawned first. Another approach we could have taken would have been to let the level design compiler automatically select a blank tile when an object is not possible.
It was found that the level style was fairly susceptible to the up-sampling choice for the architecture of the generator. We got good results with nearest-neighbor upsampling, with transposed convolutions, and with sub-pixel convolutions (Radford et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2016) . We chose to do all our experiments with sub-pixel convolutions as it was our favorite aesthetically.
Our generator model consists of a fully connected layer that expects a latent vector, of size 512, sampled from a standard normal distribution and transforms it to an output of 3 by 4 by 512. This is processed through two convolutional layers, with kernels of size three, before being passed through a dropout layer and then transformed with a sub-pixel convolution layer to double the output size. This convolution and upsampling is repeated until the expected output size is reached. Each layer contains 512 filters and LeakyReLu is used as the activations. The final output is passed through a Softmax activation to better learn the one-hot encoding. We found that the dropout layer is another helpful tool in maintaining diverse results.
For the agent, we use a nine layer residual network (He et al., 2016) followed by a gated recurrent unit. The encoded state is a vector of size 512. The policy and utility function are each a single, fully connected layer. Figure 3 is a random selection of GVGAI Zelda levels generated after training on the game for 50 million frames, before the results collapse. Of the six levels visible in the figure, four of them would be considered playable, one compilable but not playable, and one would be considered a failure.
Results
Looking closely at these results, it's clear that the generator learned to emulate the general style of the provided examples but that it's outputs are all unique. The generated levels are mostly open levels with few enemies. All of the playable levels would be considered very simple for a human player. It is understandable that the levels are mostly open, as the agent likely struggled to tell the difference between solvable and unsolvable maze-like environments.
During the agent loop of Generative Playing Nets, the second level in figure 3 would be considered playable. That is because, to avoid needing domain knowledge, the algorithm relies on the environment compiler to either crash or send an error if a design is not viable. Examples like this, where the compiler allows it, but it is not solvable, should eventually be avoided by the algorithm since the agent cannot achieve an acceptable score. And indeed, most of the examples do not have this problem. To further discourage this, one could Figure 3 . Random Selection of Generated GVGAI Zelda Levels add domain specific rules to automatically mark environments as unsolvable and they would be treated the same as a crashed environment.
While we were successfully able to train a generator network to create new GVGAI Zelda levels with only five example levels and no domain knowledge, we were only able to learn simple levels. This suggests the agent never learned a truly general policy as it could otherwise quickly beat these levels and the generator would have to learn to make more challenging levels to lower the agent's average. Table 1 lists a few experiments we did to determine the effect of each addition to the core algorithm. The table reports a few quantitative metrics as well as our key observation from looking at the generated output.
Ablation Tests
The feature that seemed to make the least difference was pretraining. The results seem to be identical, which seems to suggest that with a long enough agent update loop, pretraining is not that important. In earlier experiments it had been shown to be helpful, but the agent was only being updated for a 100k steps, instead of 1m here.
Diversity loss also did not seem to have a large effect. We have found that diversity helps get the generator out of local minima and achieve overall lower loss. Though, with the addition of dropout in the generator, the effect is smaller.
The other experiments did not have the best results, but there were interesting side effects to removing some of the components, and they could be desirable. Removing reconstruction and elitism each caused diversity get much higher. This gave interesting new designs, but also lots of noise as the agents were given no prior to base their designs on. The higher diversity likely also leads to the agent never learning to perform well in these experiments.
Curriculum
One of the ways in which the generator and agent work together is that the generator should provide a curriculum for the agent to learn from easy levels and then improve. What our results seem to indicate though, is that the generator first generates complex, unsolvable, designs. Then it generates simple solvable designs and finally very easy designs. This is demonstrated from left to right in figure 4. Figure 4 . Three sample generated levels chosen from early in the learning process to late in the process to show how the generator learns to match the agent's skill. Figure 5 shows that the generator has learned to successfully keep the agent at a reward of 0. Therefore the curriculum we're seeing is from the collaborative half of the algorithm. If the agent is continuously improving, the levels should be getting more difficult according to figure 5. 
Agent Results
We also include here two metrics to show that the agent is learning what it is intended to learn. Figure 6 shows a plot of the agent's estimated level value, only from frame 0, versus each level's actual reward at the end of the episode. It's clear that the agent's estimates closely track the agent's actual rewards meaning that it's learning accurately. Though there is much less variance in the estimates than in the real instead shows where the agent's estimates are failing. In the early stages of training, the agent is correctly estimating that impossible-levels have a value of -1, but as it encounters less of them (the red line) it starts to value them higher (the blue line). This either means that later impossible-levels are more exotic and unique, or, more likely, that the agent is forgetting after millions of updates.
Conclusion
Generative Playing Networks is a novel framework for procedural content generation informed by the behavior and value estimates of a learning agent. The method requires very little data, nor domain knowledge, but is computationally intensive. The process is fully differentiable, allowing the agent to directly communicate with the generator about what designs it "wants".
In this paper, we have introduced an algorithm with a reward Failed Environments (%) Figure 7 . Percentage of failed, uncompilable, environments vs estimated value for the failed environments. As there are less failures, the agent does not accurately value these environments system based around complexity and an RL update rule that allows for efficient value estimates. The framework can also allow for richer and more interesting reward functions based around the agent's interactions with the environment.
Software and Data
The Code Base for all these experiments can be found here: https://github.com/pbontrager/ GenerativePlayingNetworks
